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DETECTION AND CATEGORIZATION OF 
MALICIOUS URLS 

BACKGROUND 

Due to the increased popularity and use of the World Wide 
Web, Web users and their computing systems have become 
more exposed to cyber attacks. Malicious Uniform Resource 
Locators (URLs) are Widely used in the computing industry 
to perform cyber attacks on Web users and their computing 
systems. Malicious URLs include phishing URLs, spamming 
URLs and malWare URLs. 

Phishing typically involves sending an email intended to 
deceive a recipient into clicking on a malicious URL that 
links to an illegitimate Web page, instead of an authentic Web 
page. Spamming may involve sending or providing users With 
unsolicited information via a malicious URL Which has been 
con?gured to manipulate the relevance or prominence of 
resources indexed by a search engine. MalWare typically 
involves using a malicious URL to secretly access and infect 
a computing system Without the oWner’s informed consent or 
knoWledge. 

The detection of malicious URLs limits Web-based attacks 
by preventing Web users from visiting malicious URLs or 
Warning Web users prior to accessing content located at a 
malicious URL. Thus, malicious URL detection protects 
computing system hardWare/softWare from computer 
viruses, prevents execution of malicious or unWanted soft 
Ware, and helps avoid accessing malicious URLs Web users 
do not Want to visit. 

Conventional systems employ various sources (e.g., 
human feedback) to build a blacklist, Which is a set list of 
knoWn malicious URLs. Blacklisting identi?es a malicious 
URL via matching a received URL With a URL on the black 
list. Although blacklisting is an effective means for identify 
ing a knoWn malicious URL, blacklisting cannot detect 
unknoWn malicious URLs. Therefore, it is easy for cyber 
attackers to evade conventional blacklisting systems by con 
tinuously modifying the manner in Which malicious URLs 
are con?gured, thereby ?nding neW approaches to attack Web 
users, Web broWsers, search engines and the like. 

SUMMARY 

This document describes techniques for using one or more 
classi?cation models to detect a malicious URL and catego 
rize the malicious URL as one of a phishing URL, a spam 
ming URL, a malWare URL, or a multi-type attack URL. The 
techniques train the classi?cation models using a set of train 
ing data and one or more machine learning algorithms. The 
training data includes a knoWn set of benign URLs and a 
knoWn set of malicious URLs. The techniques extract fea 
tures associated With the knoWn URLs, and use the machine 
learning algorithms to train the classi?cation models to detect 
and categorize an unknoWn malicious URL. 

The classi?cation models may then be used in association 
With a search engine and/ or Web broWser to determine 
Whether an unknoWn URL is a malicious URL, and if it is, 
categorize the unknoWn malicious URL. The classi?cation 
models may be implemented on one or more devices to help 
protect Web users, Web broWsers, search engines, and the like. 
In response to receiving an unknoWn URL, the techniques 
determine Whether the unknoWn URL is a malicious URL and 
may Warn a Web user of the category (e.g., type) of the 
malicious URL. 

This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of con 
cepts in a simpli?ed form that are further described beloW in 
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2 
the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended to 
identify key or essential features of the claimed subject mat 
ter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determining the 
scope of the claimed subject matter. The term “techniques,” 
for instance, may refer to system(s), method(s), computer 
readable instructions, algorithms, and/or technique(s) as per 
mitted by the context above and throughout the document. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTENTS 

The detailed description is presented With reference to 
accompanying ?gures. In the ?gures, the left-most digit(s) of 
a reference number identi?es the ?gure in Which the reference 
number ?rst appears. The use of the same reference numbers 
in different ?gures indicates similar or identical items. 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example block diagram shoWing a 
training stage environment, in accordance With various 
embodiments. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an example block diagram shoWing a 
malicious URL detection and categorization environment, in 
accordance With various embodiments. 

FIG. 3 illustrates an example architecture for implement 
ing the detection and categorization of malicious URLs, in 
accordance With various embodiments. 

FIG. 4 further illustrates an example computing system for 
implementing the detection and categorization of malicious 
URLs, in accordance With various embodiments. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example process that trains the one or 
more classi?cation models for malicious URL detection and 
categorization, in accordance With various embodiments. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an example process that detects and cat 
egorizes a malicious URL, in accordance With various 
embodiments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

OvervieW 
The folloWing description sets forth a system for detecting 

and categorizing a malicious URL. For purposes of this docu 
ment, the detection and categorization of a malicious URL 
occurs When an unknoWn URL is received or submitted. An 
unknoWn URL is a URL not knoWn by a computing system 
component (e. g., Web broWser, search engine, security mod 
ules, system ?lters and the like) to be a malicious URL or a 
benign URL. For example, an unknoWn URL may be an 
unfamiliar neW malicious URL, recently made available via 
the World Wide Web. 

Classi?cation models are employed to detect malicious 
URLs and categorize the malicious URLs as a phishing URL, 
a spamming URL, a malWare URL, or a multiple-type attack 
URL Which attempts to launch multiple different types of 
attacks (e.g., any combination of phishing, spamming, and 
malWare attacks). Although this document describes classi? 
cation models, a single classi?cation model may be imple 
mented to perform functions described herein. In various 
embodiments, if a malicious URL is detected, then the system 
Will indicate that the URL is a malicious URL to a Web user or 
Web broWser executing on a computing system. 

The system is con?gured to detect and categorize mali 
cious URLs by applying the classi?cation models to various 
discriminative features extracted from an unknoWn URL. 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example block diagram depicting an 
environment that trains the classi?cation models. As shoWn in 
training stage 100, the system collects training URLs at 102 
from one or more sources 104(1), 104(2), . . . , 104(N), and 

then stores the training URLs in a database 106 as training 
data URLs at 108. The training data URLs include both a set 
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of known benign URLs and a set of known malicious URLs. 
Accordingly, each training URL collected is labeled as one of 
a known malicious URL or a known benign URL for training 
purposes. Furthermore, each known malicious URLs may 
also be labeled in accordance with a type of attack which it 
attempts to launch. For example, the type of attack may be a 
phishing attack, a spamming attack, a malware attack, or a 
multi-type attack which attempts to launch multiple different 
types of attacks (e.g., any combination of phishing, spam 
ming, and malware attacks). 

The one or more sources 104(1) . . . (N) may include, for 

example, Internet sources such as search engines or databases 
that have access to and knowledge of a large number of known 
benign and malicious URLs (e.g., thousands of benign URLs 
and thousands of malicious URLs). 
Once collected and stored, the system submits the training 

URLs at 110, one by one for processing. During processing 
the system extracts features associated with each submitted 
training URL at 112. The extracted features are associated 
with the lexicology of the URL, the link popularity of the 
URL, the web page content of the URL, network properties 
associated with the URL, domain name properties associated 
with the URL, and domain name system (DNS) ?uxiness 
associated with the URL. These features are further discussed 
in more detail herein. 

At 114, the system employs one or more machine learning 
algorithms to train the classi?cation models using the features 
extracted for each submitted training URL. In the training 
stage, the classi?cation models, via the machine learning 
algorithms, develop decision criteria used to i) classify an 
unknown URL as a benign or malicious URL (e.g., a binary 
classi?cation model), and ii) categorize and label the mali 
cious URL based on a type of attack the malicious URL 
attempts (e. g., a multi-label classi?cation model). 

In one embodiment, Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the 
machine learning algorithm used to train the binary classi? 
cation model to classify an unknown URL as a malicious 
URL or a benign URL. In one embodiment, RAkEL is the 
machine learning algorithm used to train the multi-label clas 
si?cation model to classify an unknown URL as one of a 

phishing URL, a spamming URL, a malware URL, or a multi 
type attack URL. In an alternative embodiment, ML-kNN is 
the machine learning algorithm used to train the multi-label 
classi?cation model. 

During the training stage, the system is able to continu 
ously adapt and update the classi?cation models at 114. 
Accordingly, the decision criteria developed by the classi? 
cation models also continue to adapt and are, therefore, more 
effective at detecting a malicious URL and categorizing the 
malicious URL as further discussed herein. This adaptation 
allows for continually providing optimized results over time 
as malicious URLs and cyber attackers develop new 
approaches to try and evade detection. 

In various embodiments, the known set of malicious URLs 
collected for the training data are already labeled as phishing 
URLs, spamming URLs, malware URLs, or multi-type attack 
URLs. For example, when selecting known malicious URLs 
to train the classi?cation models, the system may select a set 
of known phishing URLs. Therefore, when the system 
employs the machine learning algorithms to develop decision 
criteria for the classi?cation models, the decision criteria that 
decide whether a malicious URL is a phishing URL may be 
developed based on URL features common to phishing 
URLs. Similarly, the system may select a set of known spam 
ming URLs, a set of known malware URLs, and a set of 
known multi-type URLs to train the classi?cation models to 
label a malicious URL according to the different types of 
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4 
attacks. Thus, the system may split the known set of malicious 
URLs into separate lists including known phishing URLs, 
known spamming URLs, and known malware URLs. By 
de?nition, multi-type attack URLs may appear on two or 
more of the separate lists. 
The system may use the separate lists to better train the 

classi?cation models to detect and categorize a malicious 
URL based on extracted features, as discussed herein, 
because the different types of malicious URLs often have 
distinguishable differences when analyzing extracted fea 
tures associated with the malicious URLs. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an example block diagram depicting an 
environment 200 that detects and, optionally categorizes a 
malicious URL. As shown in detection and categorization 
stage 200, client computing device(s) or server(s) 202(1), 
202(2), . . . , 202(N) may attempt to access an unknown URL. 

For example, a web user may select an embedded link (e.g., 
from an email, web page, etc.) or enter a URL in a URL input 
?eld of a web browser. Or a search engine may provide the 
URL in response to a search initiated by the web user. Thus, 
in various embodiments, the detection and categorization 
environment 200 is utilized in conjunction with a computing 
system independent of the training stage discussed with 
respect to FIG. 1. 

At 204, the system submits the unknown URL, and extracts 
URL features at 206. The feature extraction for an unknown 
URL is similar to the feature extraction for a known URL at 
112 in FIG. 1. At 208, the system applies the classi?cation 
models (which have already been constructed during the 
training stage) and employs the classi?cation models to deter 
mine (e.g., detect) whether the unknown URL is malicious or 
benign at 210 (e.g., binary classi?cation). At 212, the results 
may be output to a web user, a web browser, a search engine, 
a computing system, a system analyzer, a blacklist, etc. 

In various embodiments, if the unknown URL is deter 
mined to be malicious, the system may further categorize the 
malicious URL as a phishing URL, a spamming URL, a 
malware URL, or a multi-type attack URL at 214 (e.g., multi 
label classi?cation), and then outputs the results at 212. 

Furthermore, in various embodiments, the machine leam 
ing algorithms may continue to be used by the system during 
the detection and categorization stage 200 to adapt and update 
the classi?cation models at 216 using features extracted from 
submitted unknown URLs. 

However, prior to updating and adapting the classi?cation 
models during the detection and categorization stage 200, the 
output results 212 for a unknown URL must be veri?ed (e. g., 
human veri?cation, or search engine veri?cation) as an actual 
benign or malicious URL and, if a malicious URL, a type of 
malicious URL may optionally be veri?ed. The veri?cation 
of a benign or malicious URL, and the type of malicious URL, 
helps avoid disturbing the classi?cation models if erroneous 
detection occurs. 

By considering data associated with a new set of features 
extracted during the detection and categorization stage 200, 
the system provides, subsequent to veri?cation, new training 
data that may adapt the classi?cation models in addition to the 
training stage discussed with respect to FIG. 1. Thus, the 
classi?cation models are able to provide better protection 
against malicious URLs even when cyber attackers are con 
tinuously trying to evade detection by modifying the manner 
in which malicious URLs are con?gured. 
Illustrative Architecture 

FIG. 3 shows an illustrative architecture 300 that may 
employ the described techniques. To this end, architecture 
300 includes one or more server computing devices 

302(1) . . . 302(N) communicating through network(s) 304 
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With one or more client computing devices 306(1) . . . 306(N). 

In one embodiment, the server computing devices 302(1) . . . 

(N) may be one or more Web search engines. The client 
computing devices 306(1) . . . (N) may comprise one of an 

array of computing devices capable of connecting to one or 
more netWork(s) 304, such as a server computer, a client 
computer, a personal computer, a laptop computer, a mobile 
phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), tablets, gaming 
consoles, set top boxes, and the like. 

In various embodiments, architecture 300 can be the World 
Wide Web, including numerous PCs, servers, and other com 
puting devices spread throughout the World. The server com 
puting devices 302(1) . . . (N) and the client computing 
devices 306(1) . . . (N) may be coupled to each other in various 

combinations through a Wired and/ or Wireless netWork 304, 
including a LAN, WAN, or any other networking technology 
knoWn in the art. 

The server computing devices 302(1) . . . (N) and the client 

computing devices 306(1) . . . (N) each comprise a memory 

308(1) . . . 308(N) and one or more processors 310(1) . . . 

310(N). Furthermore, the server computing devices 
302(1) . . . (N) and the client computing devices 306(1) . . . (N) 

may include a feature extraction module 312(1) . . . 312(N), a 

malicious URL detection and categoriZation module 
314(1) . . . 314(N), and machine learning algorithm(s) 

316(1) . . .316(N). 
The feature extraction module 312(1) . . . (N), the malicious 

URL detection and categoriZation module 314(1) . . . (N), and 
the machine learning algorithm(s) 316(1) . . . (N) are illus 
trated on a server computing device and a client computing 
device for exemplary purposes only. Accordingly, the func 
tionality performed by each of the feature extraction module 
312(1) . . . (N), the malicious URL detection and categoriZa 
tion module 314(1) . . . (N), and the machine learning algo 
rithm(s) 316(1) . . . (N) may be i) spread across both server 
computing devices and client computing devices, ii) com 
pletely located on one or more server computing devices, or 
iii) completely located on one or more client computing 
devices. 

The exemplary computing system 400 in FIG. 4 further 
illustrates an exemplary server computing device 302 and/or 
client computing device 306 on Which, the feature extraction 
module 312 extracts URL features. Furthermore, the comput 
ing system 400 comprises the malicious URL detection and 
categoriZation module 314 that employs the classi?cation 
models to detect a malicious URL and categorize the mali 
cious URL as one of a phishing URL, a spamming URL, a 
malWare URL or a multi-type attack URL. The computing 
system may further include the one or more machine learning 
algorithms 316 con?gured to construct and incrementally 
update, using the training data, the classi?cation models. 

The exemplary server computing device 302 or client com 
puting device 306 may include one or more processor(s) 310, 
memory 308, and one or more netWork interfaces 402. The 
processor(s) 310 may be a single processing unit or a number 
of units, all of Which could include multiple computing units. 
The processor(s) 310 may be implemented as one or more 
microprocessors, microcomputers, microcontrollers, digital 
signal processors, central processing units, state machines, 
logic circuitries, and/or any devices that manipulate signals 
based on operational instructions. Among other capabilities, 
the processor(s) 310 may be con?gured to fetch and execute 
computer-readable instructions stored in the memory 308. 

The memory 308 may comprise computer-readable media 
including, at least, tWo types of computer-readable media, 
namely computer storage media and communications media. 
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6 
Computer storage media includes volatile and non-vola 

tile, removable and non-removable media implemented in 
any method or technology for storage of information such as 
computer readable instructions, data structures, program 
modules, or other data. Computer storage media includes, but 
is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, ?ash memory or 
other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks 
(DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic 
tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, 
or any other non-transmission medium that can be used to 
store information for access by a computing device. 

In contrast, communication media may embody computer 
readable instructions, data structures, program modules, or 
other data in a modulated data signal, such as a carrier Wave, 
or other transmission mechanism. As de?ned herein, com 
puter storage media does not include communication media. 
The netWork interface(s) 402 enable netWork communica 

tion, and may include one or more ports for connecting the 
device to the netWork 304. The netWork interface(s) 402 can 
facilitate communications Within a Wide variety of netWorks 
and protocol types, including Wired netWorks (e.g. LAN, 
cable, etc.) and Wireless netWorks (e.g. WLAN, cellular, sat 
ellite, etc.). 
As depicted, the feature extraction module 312 includes a 

lexicology feature extraction module 404, a link popularity 
feature extraction module 406, a Web page feature extraction 
module 408, a netWork feature extraction module 410, and a 
DNS feature extraction 412 that are con?gured to extract 
features for a received URL (e.g., a URL submitted as a 
knoWn training data URL as discussed With respect to FIG. 1 
or an unknoWn URL as discussed With respect to FIG. 2). The 
modules 404, 406, 408, 410 and 412 may be used indepen 
dently or in combination to extract a set of one or more URL 

features. 
The malicious URL detection and categoriZation module 

314 may use any combination of extracted features to detect 
and categoriZe an unknoWn URL as a malicious URL. In 
order to do so, the malicious URL detection and categoriZa 
tion module 314, for example, utiliZes a binary classi?cation 
model 414 and a multi-label classi?cation model 416. 
As previously discussed With respect to FIG. 1, the classi 

?cation models are constructed and adapted during a training 
stage that submits knoWn training URLs, extracts features 
from the training URLs, and then employs machine learning 
algorithms 316 to develop decision criteria for the classi?ca 
tion models based on the extracted features. 
As illustrated in FIG. 4, the binary classi?cation model 414 

and the multi-label classi?cation model 416 are included in 
the malicious URL detection and categoriZation module 314. 
HoWever, it is understood in the context of this document, that 
the binary classi?cation model 414 and the multi-label clas 
si?cation model 416 may also be separate modules indepen 
dent of the malicious URL detection and categoriZation mod 
ule 314. 

For purposes of this document, http://WWW.exmple.test.m 
sWindoWs.problematic.com/path1/path2, Will be used as an 
exemplary URL as discussed herein. URLs consist of a 
domain name, (e.g., ‘WWW.exmple.test.msWindoWs.prob 
lematic.com’ is the domain name of the exemplary URL), and 
a path, (e.g., ‘/path1/path2’ is the path of the exemplary URL). 
For purposes of this document, a token in a URL are those 
parts delimited (i.e. separated) by a ‘.’, ‘/’, ‘7’, ‘I’, ‘-’, ‘_’. 
Thus, the domain tokens in the exemplary URL include 
‘WWW’, ‘exmple’, ‘test’, ‘msWindoWs’, ‘problematic’ and 
‘com’. The path tokens in the exemplary URL include ‘path1 ’ 
and ‘path2’ . Again, the exemplary URL is used for illustrative 
purposes only. Therefore, it is understood in the context of 
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this document, that both the domain name and the path of a 
URL may include any number of tokens. 
The Lexicology Feature Extraction Module 

The lexicology feature extraction module 404 is con?g 
ured to extract features associated With the lexicology of a 
URL. Malicious URLs often have lexical features that are 
distinguishably different from benign URLs. Thus, an analy 
sis of the lexicology of the URL may indicate, at least in part, 
Whether a URL is malicious or benign. 

In various embodiments, the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404 extracts a domain token count for a received 
URL. The domain token count numerates hoW many domain 
tokens are in the domain name of the URL. In the exemplary 
URL, the domain token count is six because ‘WWW’, 
‘exmple’, ‘test’, ‘msWindoWs’, ‘problematic’ and ‘com’ are 
each tokens in the domain name. 

In various embodiments, the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404 extracts a path token count. The path token count 
numerates hoW many path tokens are in the path of the URL. 
In the exemplary URL, the path token count is tWo because 
‘path1’ and ‘path2’ are each tokens in the path. 

In various embodiments, the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404 extracts the length of a longest domain token. The 
longest domain token counts the number of alpha-numeric 
characters in each domain token, and determines the domain 
token With the most alpha-numeric characters as the longest 
domain token. In the exemplary URL, the longest domain 
token length is eleven because there are eleven alpha-numeric 
characters in ‘problematic’, Which contains more characters 
than those found in each of ‘WWW’, ‘exmple’, ‘test’, ‘msWin 
doWs’ and ‘com’. 

In various embodiments, the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404 extracts the length of a longest path token. The 
longest path token counts the number of alpha-numeric char 
acters in each path token, and determines the path token With 
the most alpha-numeric characters as the longest path token. 
In the exemplary URL, the longest path token length is ?ve 
because there are ?ve alpha-numeric characters in each of 
‘path1’ and ‘path2’. 

In various embodiments, the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404 extracts an average domain token length. The 
average domain token length calculates the average length of 
all the domain tokens in the URL. In the exemplary URL, the 
average domain token length is 6 or 6.00, because the total 
number of alpha-numeric characters in the domain is thirty 
six (i.e. 3+6+4+9+11+3), and the domain comprises six 
tokens. 

In various embodiments, the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404 extracts an average path token length. The aver 
age path token length calculates the average length of all the 
path tokens in the URL. In the exemplary URL, the average 
path token length is 5 or 5.00, because the total number of 
alpha-numeric characters in the path is ten (i.e. 5+5), and the 
path comprises tWo tokens. 

In various embodiments, the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404 extracts a malicious second-level domain (SLD) 
hit ratio. A SLD is a domain token that is directly beloW a 
top-level domain (TLD). The TLD is the domain token at the 
highest level in the hierarchical Domain Name System (DNS) 
of the Internet. Thus, a SLD hit ratio gives Weight to a token’ s 
position Within a URL. 

In the exemplary URL, the TLD is ‘com’ . Thus, the SLD in 
the exemplary URL is ‘problematic’. In order to determine 
the malicious SLD hit ratio, the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404 is con?gured to access the list of knoWn benign 
URLs and the list of knoWn malicious URLs (as previously 
stored With respect to FIG. 1). The lexicology feature extrac 
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8 
tion module 404 then counts the number of times the SLD of 
a received URL matches an SLD in the list of knoWn mali 
cious URLs (i.e. count1), and counts the number of times the 
SLD of the received URL matches an SLD in the list of knoWn 
benign URLs (i.e. count2). The malicious SLD hit ratio is the 
ratio of these tWo counts, i.e. count1 divided by count2. 

In the exemplary URL, the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404 Will extract the SLD ‘problematic’ and compare 
it to the SLDs in the list of knoWn malicious URLs and the list 
of knoWn benign URLs, to derive the malicious SLD hit ratio. 

In various embodiments, the SLD for the received URL is 
compared separately to the URLs in each of the separate lists 
according to knoWn phishing URLs, knoWn spamming URLs 
and knoWn malWare URLs (as previously discussed With 
respect to FIG. 1). Therefore, the lexicology feature extrac 
tion module 404 may separately extract a phishing SLD hit 
ratio, a spamming SLD hit ratio and a malWare SLD hit ratio. 
The malicious URL detection and categorization module 314 
may individually consider these separate ratios to help iden 
tify the type of malicious URL for categorization purposes. 

In various embodiments, the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404 extracts Whether there is a brand name presence 
in the received URL. Numerous cyber attackers often target 
Widely trusted brand names When using malicious URLs. 
Therefore, the brand name presence is a binary feature that 
checks Whether a brand name is contained in any of the URL 
tokens other than the SLD. In order to determine Whether a 
brand name is present the lexicology feature extraction mod 
ule 404 may access a database, or any online source, that 
stores brand names common to commerce, sales, retail, media 
outlets, sports marketing, etc. In the context of this document, 
a brand name may be a company name, a product name, a 
famous person’s name, a team name, a trademark, a market 
ing slogan, or the like. In the exemplary URL, the lexicology 
craWler module 304 Will determine that there is a brand name 
presence because ‘msWindoWs’ corresponds to Microsoft® 
WindoWs®. 
The Link Popularity Feature Extraction Module 
The link popularity feature extraction module 406 is con 

?gured to extract features associated With link popularity. 
Link popularity counts the number of incoming links for a 
target URL. Incoming links are links on other Web pages that 
direct a Web user and a Web broWser to the target URL. 
Malicious URLs tend to have a low number of incoming 
links, and thus a low value of link popularity, While benign 
URLs tend to have a high number of incoming links, and thus 
a high value of link popularity. Accordingly, link popularity is 
an effective feature to use When detecting a malicious URL. 
The link popularity feature extraction module 406 obtains 

information associated With link popularity (e. g., the number 
of incoming links) from knoWn search engines, such as the 
Microsoft® Bing® search engine. Different search engines 
may produce different information on link popularities due to 
different coverage of Web pages Which the individual search 
engines craWl. Accordingly, the link popularity feature 
extraction module 406 may access and obtain information 
about link popularity from an arbitrary set (e.g. ?ve) of dif 
ferent search engines in the industry, for example. 

Moreover, in various embodiments, the link popularity 
feature extraction module 406 determines link popularities 
associated With both the Whole URL, and separately, the 
domain of the URL. Thus, using the exemplary URL, the link 
popularity feature extraction module 406, for example, Will 
access the Microsoft® Bing® search engine, and count the 
number of incoming links the URL http://WWW.exmple.test 
.msWindoWs.problematic.com/path1/path2 has in order to 
determine the link popularity value for the Whole URL. Simi 
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larly, the link popularity feature extraction module 406 Will 
also count the number of incoming links the domain of the 
URL, WWW.exmple.test.msWindoWs.problematic.com, has in 
order to determine a separate link popularity value for the 
domain of the URL. This process is repeated for each differ 
ent search engine in the arbitrary set, and the extracted link 
popularity values are then used to detect and categorize mali 
cious URLs. 

In various embodiments, the link popularity feature extrac 
tion module 406 extracts a distinct domain link ratio in order 
to combat link manipulation including “link-farming”, Which 
links a group of malicious Web pages together in order to 
increase link popularity. The distinct domain link ratio is the 
number of unique domains that link to the targeted URL (e. g., 
a URL submitted as previously discussed With respect to FIG. 
1 and FIG. 2), compared to the total number of incoming links 
for the target URL (as provided separately by each search 
engine in the arbitrary set). For example, When the ?ve total 
incoming links for a target URL are: WWW.example.com/ 
page1, WWW.example.com/page2, WWW.example.com/ 
page3, WWW.test.com/page1, and WWW.test.com/page2, then 
the number of unique domains is tWo (i.e. WWW.example.com 
and WWW.test.com). Thus, the distinct domain link ratio is 
tWo divided by ?ve, or 0.4. 

In various embodiments, the link popularity feature extrac 
tion module 406 extracts a maximum domain link ratio to also 
combat link manipulation. The maximum domain link ratio is 
the ratio of a maximum number of links from a unique domain 
compared to the total number of incoming links. Accordingly, 
using the example in the previous paragraph, the maximum 
domain link ratio is three divided by ?ve, or 0.6, because 
WWW.example.com has the maximum number of incoming 
links (i.e. three, compared to tWo for WWW.test.com) from a 
unique domain, and there is a total of ?ve incoming links. 

Since link-manipulated malicious URLs tend to be linked 
many times by a feW domains, then malicious URLs Will 
trend toWard a loWer distinct domain link ratio score, and a 
higher maximum domain link ratio score. 

In various embodiments, the link popularity feature extrac 
tion module 406 determines a phish link ratio, a spam link 
ratio and a malWare link ratio using the separate lists of knoWn 
phishing URLs, knoWn spamming URLs and knoWn malWare 
URLs (as previously discussed With respect to FIG. 1). 

These separate ratios are determined based on matching a 
URL of an incoming link With a URL in one of the three lists. 
For example, if a target URL has a total of ?ve different URLs 
as incoming links, and three of the incoming links match 
URLs in the list of knoWn phishing URLs, then the phish link 
ratio is 3 divided by 5, or 0.6. The type ratios are helpful 
because malicious URLs often link to other malicious URLs 
of the same type. Therefore, the three separate ratios help 
identify the type of malicious URLs for categorization pur 
poses. 
The Web Page Feature Extraction Module 

The Web page feature extraction module 408 is con?gured 
to extract features associated With Web page content of a 
URL. 

Recently, dynamic Web page technology is being exploited 
by cyber attackers Who inject malicious code into Web pages 
via importing and hiding exploits in the Web page content. 
The Web page feature extraction module 408 is con?gured to 
determine statistical properties of client-side scripting code in 
the Web page content and use the statistical properties to 
extract features that help detect malicious Web pages. 

Hypertext markup language (HTML) tags, inline frames 
(iframes), Zero siZe iframes, a line count associated With the 
URL, hyperlinks Within the URL and scripts Within the URL, 
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10 
are each Web page content statistical properties that a cyber 
attacker manipulates in order to import and hide exploits in 
the Web page content. 

Thus, the Web page feature extraction module 408 is con 
?gured to determine a HTML tag count associated With a 
URL, an iframe count associated With a URL, a Zero siZe 
iframe count associated With a URL, a line count of a Web 
page associated With a URL (at the HTML document level), 
a hyperlink count associated With the URL, and a script count 
associated With a URL. 

Injecting hidden malicious iframes into compromised 
legitimate Web pages is a popular form of a malWare attack. 
Invisible iframes alloW for silent loading of exploits from 
illegitimate Web pages While an unsuspecting Web user is 
broWsing visible content of the compromised legitimate Web 
page. Other statistics such as script count, iframe count and 
hyperlink count are useful features to distinguish malicious 
Web pages. Accordingly, these extracted features may be 
utiliZed to detect and categoriZe a malicious URL 

In various embodiments, the Web page feature extraction 
module 408 counts the number of calls to a speci?c set of 
script functions in processing and rendering the Web page 
content of a URL. This speci?c set of script functions are the 
script functions commonly used by cyber attackers, such as 
native JavaScript functions: escape( ), eval( ), link( ), unes 
cape( ), exec( ). link( ), and search( ) functions, for example. 
The count of actual calls to script functions in rendering a 
URL helps contribute to the detection of malicious URLs. 
The NetWork Feature Extraction Module 
The netWork feature extraction module 410 is con?gured to 

extract features associated With netWork properties of a URL. 
The network feature extraction module 410 extracts the fea 
tures associated With netWork properties by accessing URLs 
(e.g., visiting the URL) received as previously discussed With 
respect to FIG. 1 and FIG. 2. 

Cyber attackers commonly try to hide their malicious Web 
pages using multiple redirections, such as iframe redirection. 
Furthermore, benign (e.g., legitimate) URLs and their hosting 
service providers typically provide better service quality 
compared to malicious URLs and their hosting service pro 
viders. Therefore, benign URLs, Which are more popular and 
more frequently visited compared to malicious URLs, are 
easier to access and faster to doWnload compared to malicious 
URLs. 

Accordingly, in various embodiments, the netWork feature 
extraction module 410 counts the number of redirections for 
a URL. URL redirection is When the same Web page is made 
available via multiple different URLs (e.g., a very short URL 
redirects to a target URL). Iframe redirection is When an 
HTML frame redirects to the target URL. Accordingly, the 
netWork feature extraction module 410 may count the redi 
rections associated With a received URL. 

Since the quality of service is distinguishable betWeen a 
benign URL and a malicious URL, in various embodiments, 
the netWork feature extraction module 410 may determine 
hoW long it takes to lookup a domain and then record a 
domain lookup time for the received URL. Additionally, in 
various embodiments, the netWork feature extraction module 
410 may measure and record an average doWnload speed 
associated With hoW long it takes to doWnload the received 
URL. Malicious URLs often have a longer domain lookup 
time and sloWer average doWnload speed When compared to 
benign URLs. 

Moreover, cyber attackers often hide data in the payload of 
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) packets When implement 
ing buffer over?oW attacks by setting a malformed (e.g., 
negative) content-length in a HTTP packet. This leads to a 
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large discrepancy between the nominal downloaded bytes 
calculated from the content-length of HTTP packets and the 
actual received bytes. Therefore, comparing the nominal 
doWnloaded bytes With the actual doWnloaded bytes for a 
URL provides an indication of Whether the URL is a mali 
cious URL. Accordingly, in various embodiments, the net 
Work feature extraction module 410 accesses an actual num 
ber of doWnloaded bytes for the received URL. Further, the 
netWork feature extraction module 410 determines the nomi 
nal doWnloaded bytes by adding the bytes in the content 
length ?eld of each HTTP packet for the received URL. 
The DNS Feature Extraction Module 

The DNS feature extraction module 412 is con?gured to 
extract DNS features associated With the URL and DNS 
?uxiness features associated With the URL. The DNS feature 
extraction module 412 may extract the features by sending 
queries to a DNS server. 

Malicious URLs are commonly hosted by service provid 
ers Who may be knoWn to host malicious URLs. Typically, the 
service providers hosting malicious URLs comprise a limited 
number of name servers across a small lntemet Protocol (IP) 
address space. 

Accordingly, in various embodiments, the DNS feature 
extraction module 412 counts the number of resolved lPs for 
the domain of a received URL. The domain of a benign URL 
Will have a higher resolved 1P count, compared to the domain 
of a malicious URL, because the popular use of a legitimate 
domain (e. g., a benign URL) Will cover a broader IP address 
space, and therefore have more resolved lPs compared to a 
malicious URL. 

In various embodiments, the DNS feature extraction mod 
ule 412 counts the number of name servers that serve the 
domain of the URL. As previously discussed, benign URLs 
commonly have numerous name servers supporting a popular 
and Well-frequented URL, compared to a malicious URL 
hosted by a disreputable service provider comprising a lim 
ited number of named servers supporting the malicious URL. 

In various embodiments, the DNS feature extraction mod 
ule 412 counts the number of lPs the name servers hosting the 
received URL are associated With. Again, identi?ed name 
servers hosting a benign URL Will more likely be associated 
With numerous lPs (e.g., broader IP address coverage) com 
pared to name servers hosting a malicious URL (e.g., limited 
IP address coverage). 

Furthermore, an autonomous system number (ASN), 
Which o?icially registers and identi?es service providers, 
may also be used to determine Whether a URL is being hosted 
by a disreputable service provider. In order to do this, the 
malicious URL detection and categorization system records 
and maintains ASNs of resolved lPs and ASNs of the name 
servers, for each URL in the list of knoWn benign URLs and 
the list of knoWn malicious URLs (as previously discussed 
With respect to FIG. 1). 

Then, in various embodiments, the DNS feature extraction 
module 412 calculates a malicious ASN ratio of resolved lPs 
by counting hoW many times ASNs of resolved lPs associated 
With a received URL match an ASN of a resolved 1P associ 
ated With a knoWn URL in the malicious URL list. Similarly, 
DNS feature extraction module 412 counts hoW many times 
ASNs of resolved lPs associated With the received URL 
match anASN of a resolved 1P associated With a knoWn URL 
in the benign URL list. The malicious ASN ratio of resolved 
lPs is the number of malicious hits compared to the number of 
benign hits. 

In various embodiments, the DNS feature extraction mod 
ule 412 calculates a malicious ASN ratio of name server lPs 
by counting hoW many times ASNs of name server lPs asso 
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12 
ciated With a received URL match anASN of a name server IP 
associated With a knoWn URL in the malicious URL list. 
Similarly, the DNS feature extraction module 412 counts hoW 
many times ASNs of name server lPs associated With the 
received URL match an ASN of a name server IP associated 
With a knoWn URL in the benign URL list. The malicious 
ASN ratio of name server lPs is again the number of mali 
cious hits compared to the number of benign hits. 

Furthermore, the DNS feature extraction module 412 may 
extract URL features associated With DNS ?uxiness. 
Recently, fast-?ux service netWorks (FFSN) have begun 
establishing readily available proxy netWorks that ho st illegal 
online services. Cyber attackers often employ FFSNs as a 
means to provide malicious URLs. 

To combat FFSNs, the DNS feature extraction module 412 
looks-up a domain name of a received URL, and then repeats 
the domain name lookup after a Time-To-Live value in a DNS 
packet has timed-out. This provides consecutive lookups of 
the same domain. For the domain of the received URL, let N ,P 
and N A 5 represent the total number (i.e. in all of the domain 
name lookups) of unique lPs and ASNs for each unique 1P, 
respectively. Additionally, let NNS, NNSIP, and NNSAS be the 
total number of unique name servers, name server lPs, and 
ASNs of the name server lPs in all of domain name lookups 
for the received URL, respectively. Using the acquired infor 
mation, the DNS feature extraction module 412 can estimate 
DNS ?uxiness of a resolved 1P (e.g., NIP) address according 
to the equation (1) that folloWs: 

q):NIP/Nsingle> (1) 

Where 4) is the DNS ?uxiness of the domain and the value 
Nsl-ngle is the number of lPs a single lookup returns. 

Similarly, the DNS feature extraction module 412 can esti 
mate DNS ?uxiness features for N A S, NNS, NNSIP, and NNSAS 
by substituting these values for NIP in equation (1 ), and using 
a corresponding Nsl-ngle for a single lookup. 
The resulting values indicate a change in a number of neW 

resolved lPs and ASNs over time. Since FFSNs change their 
lPs and ASNs rapidly, measuring the number of IP and ASN 
counts help determine Whether the URL is a malicious URL 
based on ?uxiness. 

It is understood in the context of this document, that the 
lexicology feature extraction module 404, the link popularity 
feature extraction module 406, the Web page feature extrac 
tion module 408, the netWork feature extraction module 410, 
and the DNS feature extraction module 412 may extract any 
combination of the features discussed above for purposes of 
training the classi?cation models, and detecting and catego 
rizing URLs as potentially malicious URLs. For example, 
some features may not be available due to a DNS server 

failure, or the like 
Additionally, it is understood that some of the extracted 

features may be more effective at detecting and categorizing 
a particular type of malicious URLs. Accordingly, the classi 
?cation models use the extracted features, to not only detect 
malicious URLs, but also categorize the URL as one or a 
plurality of a phishing URL, a spamming URL, a malWare 
URL, or a multi-type attack URL. 
Once the feature extraction module 312 extracts the URL 

features, the malicious URL detection and categorization 
module 414 may employ a binary classi?cation model 414 to 
classify an unknoWn URL as a benign or malicious URL. 

In various embodiments, the machine learning algorithm 
316 employed to train the binary classi?cation model 414 is a 
Support Vector Machine (SVM). SVM is used to construct 
hyperplanes in a high or in?nite dimensional space Which can 
be used for binary classi?cation. Based on a Structural Risk 
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Maximization theory, SVM ?nds the hyperplane that has the 
largest distance to the nearest training data points of any class, 
called functional margin. Functional margin optimization can 
be achieved by maximizing equation (2) as folloWs: 

n 1 n (2) 

201; — 52 ailljyiyjmxi, Xj), 
[:1 i,j:l 

subject to equation (3) as folloWs: 

” (3) 

Where (xi and (17 are assigned coef?cients of training samples 
xi and xj. K(xl-,xj) is a kernel function used to measure the 
similarity betWeen the tWo samples. After specifying the ker 
nel function, SVM computes the coef?cients Which maxi 
mize the margin of correct classi?cation on the training set. C 
is a regulation parameter used for tradeoff betWeen training 
error and margin, training accuracy and model complexity. 

Accordingly, in various embodiments, the SVM is 
employed to accept information associated With the each of 
the extracted features, or a subset of the extracted features, as 
previously discussed. Then the SVM is applied to construct or 
update the binary classi?cation model 414 (e.g., adapt deci 
sion criteria). 

In various embodiments, the malicious URL detection and 
categorization module 314 may optionally employ a multi 
label classi?cation model 416 to further categorize the type of 
attacks the malicious URL attempts to launch. Thus, the 
malicious URL may be labeled accordingly as a phishing 
URL, a spamming URL, a malWare URL, or a multi-type 
attack URL if the malicious URL attempts to launch a mul 
tiple different types of attacks. 

In various embodiments, the machine learning algorithm 
316 employed to train the multi-label classi?cation model 
416 is RAkEL, a high-performance multi-label learning algo 
rithm that accepts a multi-label learner as a parameter. 
RAkEL creates m random sets of k label combinations and 
builds an ensemble of label poWerset classi?ers from each of 
the m random sets. The label poWerset is a transformation 
based algorithm that accepts a single-label classi?er as a 
parameter. It considers each distinct combination of labels 
that exist in the training set as a different class value of a 
single-label classi?cation task. 

In RAkEL, a ranking of the labels is produced by averaging 
the zero-one predictions of each model per considered label. 
An ensemble voting process under a threshold t is then 
employed to make a decision for the ?nal classi?cation set. 

In an alternative embodiment, the machine learning algo 
rithm 316 employed to train the multi-label classi?cation 
model 416 is ML-kNN, Which is derived from the conven 
tional k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm. For each unseen 
instance, k nearest neighbors in the training set are identi?ed 
?rst. After that, based on statistical information gained from 
the label sets of these neighboring instances, maximum a 
posteriori principle is utilized to determine the label set for the 
unseen instance. 

Thus, the multi-label classi?cation model 416 categorizes 
a malicious URL by labeling the malicious URL as one a 
phishing URL, a spamming URL, a malWare URL, or a multi 
type attack URL. 
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14 
Additionally, the memory 308 includes an output module 

418 con?gured to output results based on the functionality of 
the feature extraction module 312, the malicious URL detec 
tion and categorization module 314, and the machine learning 
algorithm(s) 316. 
Illustrative Processes 
Example operations are described herein With reference to 

FIG. 5 and FIG. 6. The processes are illustrated as logical ?oW 
graphs, Which represent a sequence of operations that can be 
implemented in hardWare, softWare, or a combination 
thereof. In the context of softWare, the operations represent 
computer-executable instructions that, When executed by one 
or more processors, perform the recited operations. Gener 
ally, computer-executable instructions include routines, pro 
grams, objects, components, data structures, and the like that 
perform particular functions or implement particular abstract 
data types. The order in Which the operations are described is 
not intended to be construed as a limitation, and any number 
of the described operations can be combined in any order 
and/or in parallel to implement the process. 

FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary process 500 that trains the 
classi?cation models. At 502, a set of knoWn URLs is 
received as training data URLs. The set of knoWn URLs may 
include, knoWn benign URLs and knoWn malicious URLs. 
Furthermore, the knoWn malicious URLs may further be 
labeled as a phishing URL, a spamming URL, a malWare 
URL, or any combination thereof. The training data URLs are 
used to train the classi?cation models. 

At 504, the feature extraction module 312 extracts features 
associated With each URL in the received set of knoWn URLs. 
As discussed above With respect to FIG. 4, the feature extrac 
tion module 312 utilizes the lexicology feature extraction 
module 404, the link popularity feature extraction module 
406, the Web page feature extraction module 408, the netWork 
feature extraction module 410, and the DNS feature extrac 
tion module 412 to extract lexical features, link popularity 
features, Web page content features, netWork features, DNS 
features and DNS ?uxiness features associated With each 
URL. 
At 506, the system employs the machine learning algo 

rithms 316 to construct and/or update the binary classi?cation 
model 414 and the multi-label classi?cation model 416 using 
the information associated With the extracted features. The 
constructing and updating of the classi?cation models may 
continually adapt a decision criteria used to classify the 
received URLs in order to provide improved results. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an example online process 600 that can be 
implemented by the feature extraction module 312 and the 
malicious URL detection and categorization module 314. 

At block 602, an unknoWn URL is received via a user 
action, such as data entry (e.g., text entry) into a Web broWsing 
entry WindoW or a search engine, an embedded link selection 
via a mouse click, and so forth. 
At block 604, the feature extraction module 312 extracts 

features associated With the received unknoWn URL. 
At block 606, the malicious URL detection and categori 

zation module 314 employs the classi?cation models to 
detect and optionally, categorize an unknoWn URL as a mali 
cious URL. 
At block 608, the process decides hoW to inform the Web 

user of the results. If the URL is a malicious URL, at 610 the 
output module 418 indicates the URL is a malicious URL to 
the Web user, and optionally labels the malicious URL as a 
phishing URL, a spamming URL, a malWare URL, or any 
combination thereof (e. g., a multi-type attack URL). Accord 
ingly, the malicious URL detection and categorization mod 
ule 314 may indicate the type(s) of attacks the malicious URL 
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attempts to launch. For example, this indication may be in the 
form of a Warning to the user Which then allows the user to 
proceed if she or he Wishes. Or, the malicious URL detection 
and categorization module 3 14 may indicate that the Web user 
is prevented from visiting the malicious URL altogether. 

If the URL is a benign URL, at 612 the output module 418 
retrieves and presents the URL to the Web broWser, search 
engine, Web user, and the like. 
Conclusion 

Although the subject matter has been described in lan 
guage speci?c to structural features and/or methodological 
acts, it is to be understood that the subject matter de?ned in 
the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the speci?c 
features or acts described above. Rather, the speci?c features 
and acts described above are described as example forms of 
implementing the claims. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 
receiving a uniform resource locator (URL); 
extracting features associated With the URL, the features 

including a distinct domain link ratio that compares a 
number of unique domains that link to the received URL 
to a total number of incoming links that link to the 
received URL; 

employing, via one or more processors, a binary classi? 
cation model to determine that the URL is a malicious 
URL based at least in part on the extracted features; and 

categorizing the malicious URL as one of a spam URL, a 
phishing URL, a malWare URL, or a multi-type attack 
URL. 

2. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein the categoriZ 
ing employs a multi-label classi?cation model to label the 
malicious URL in accordance With the categoriZation, the 
method further comprising: 

processing a set of training URLs; 
employing a binary classi?cation machine learning algo 

rithm to construct a detection decision criteria used by 
the binary classi?cation model based at least in part on 
information extracted from the set of training URLs; and 

employing a multi-label classi?cation machine learning 
algorithm to construct a labeling decision criteria used 
by the multi-label classi?cation model based at least in 
part on information extracted from the set of training 
URLs. 

3. The method as recited in claim 2, Wherein: 
the binary classi?cation machine learning algorithm is a 

support vector machine (SVM); and 
the multi-label classi?cation machine learning algorithm is 

selected from RAkEL or ML-kNN. 
4. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein at least one 

feature extracted is a lexical feature selected from a group 
comprising: 

a domain token count, 
a path token count, 
a longest domain token length, 
a longest path token length, 
an average domain token length, 
an average path token length, and 
a brand name presence. 

5. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein at least one 
feature extracted is a lexical feature that determines a second 
level domain hit ratio for the received URL, Wherein the 
second level domain hit ratio is based on hoW many times a 
second level domain of the received URL matches a corre 
sponding second level domain of a knoWn malicious URL 
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16 
compared to hoW many times the second level domain of the 
received URL matches a corresponding second level domain 
of a knoWn benign URL. 

6. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein at least one 
feature extracted is a link popularity feature selected from a 
group comprising: 

a maximum domain link ratio, 
a phishing link ratio, 
a spamming link ratio, and 
a malWare link ratio. 
7. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein at least one 

feature extracted is a Web page feature selected from a group 
comprising: 

a hyper-text markup language (HTML) tag count, 
an iframe count, 
a Zero siZe iframe count, 

a line count, 
a hyperlink count, 
a script count, and 
a script function count. 
8. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein at least one 

feature extracted is a netWork feature selected from a group 
comprising: 

a redirection count, 
a doWnload packet content length, 
actual doWnloaded bytes, 
a domain lookup time, and 
a doWnload speed. 
9. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein at least one 

feature extracted is a domain name system (DNS) feature 
selected from a group comprising: 

a resolved intemet protocol (IP) count, 
a name server count, 

a name server IP count, 

a malicious autonomous system number (ASN) ratio of 
resolved lPs, and 

a malicious ASN ratio of name server lPs. 
10. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein at least one 

feature extracted is a domain name system (DNS) ?uxiness 
feature Which indicates a change in domain name properties 
betWeen DNS lookups. 

11. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising: 
extracting at least one lexical feature, at least one Web page 

content feature, at least one netWork feature, at least one 
domain name system (DNS) feature, and at least one 
DNS ?uxiness feature; and 

combining the at least one link popularity feature, the at 
least one lexical feature, the at least one Web page con 
tent feature, the at least one netWork feature, the at least 
one domain name system (DNS) feature, and the at least 
one DNS ?uxiness feature to arrive at a set of features 
used to determine that the URL is a malicious URL. 

12. A system comprising: 
one or more processors; 

one or more memories; 

a link popularity feature extraction module, stored on the 
one or more memories and operable by the one or more 

processors, that extracts link popularity features; 
a binary classi?cation model, stored on the one or more 

memories and operable by the one or more processors, 
that uses the link popularity features to classify a 
received uniform resource locator (URL) as a malicious 
URL or a benign URL; and 

a multi-label classi?cation model, stored on the one or 
more memories and operable by the one or more proces 
sors, that uses the link popularity features to classify the 
received URL as one of a phishing URL, a spamming 
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URL, a malWare URL, or a multi-type attack URL When 
the received URL is a malicious URL. 

13. The system of claim 12, further comprising: 
a lexicology feature extraction module, stored on the one or 
more memories and operable by the one or more proces 
sors, that extracts lexical features associated With the 
received URL; 

a Web page feature extraction module, stored on the one or 
more memories and operable by the one or more proces 
sors, that extracts Web page content features associated 
With the received URL; 

a netWork feature extraction module, stored on the one or 
more memories and operable by the one or more proces 
sors, that extracts netWork features associated With the 
received URL; and 

a domain name system (DNS) feature extraction module, 
stored on the one or more memories and operable by the 
one or more processors, that extracts DNS features and 
DNS ?uxiness features associated With the received 
URLs. 

14. A method comprising: 
receiving a uniform resource locator (URL) from a Web 

broWser or a search engine; 
extracting one or more link popularity features associated 

With the URL; 
employing one or more classi?cation models to determine 

Whether the URL is a malicious URL based on the one or 
more link popularity features; and 
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in an event the URL is a malicious URL: 

employing the one or more classi?cation models to label 

the malicious URL as one of a spam URL, a phishing 

URL, a malWare URL, or a multi-type attack URL; 
and 

providing, via a computing device, a noti?cation that the 
URL is malicious. 

15. The method as recited in claim 14, further comprising: 
extracting one or more lexical features, one or more Web 

page content features, one or more netWork features, one 

or more domain name system (DNS) features, and one or 
more DNS ?uxiness features; and 

further employing the one or more classi?cation models to 
determine Whether the URL is a malicious URL based 
on the one or more lexical features, the one or more Web 

page content features, the one or more netWork features, 
the one or more domain name system (DNS) features, 
and the one or more DNS ?uxiness features. 

16. The method as recited in claim 14, further comprising 
adapting the one or more classi?cation models using one or 
more learning algorithms When the URL is veri?ed as a 
benign URL, or veri?ed as a malicious URL of a knoWn type. 

17. The method as recited in claim 14, further comprising 
constructing the one or more classi?cation models using one 
or more learning algorithms and a set of knoWn malicious 
URLs and knoWn benign URLs. 

* * * * * 


